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Abstract
The curvature scalar -R/const in the Einstein-Gilbert action can be replaced by the energy-momentum
scalar of the matter T. This additional energy term in Lagrangians of particles and elds not disappears
on a flate space-time and can be considered as a gravitational self energy. It is shown that this term in
Lagrangians of quantum elds naturally induced renormalizational counterterms. As result not need in
introduction by hand of additional counterterms.
The renormalizational procedures in the quantum eld theory are very fruitful and appropriate but
theoretically not good understandable operations. We knew that we must introduce into Lagrangians of
elds any compensational terms but we do not knew what means this terms, what is a source of such
additional terms and what fundamental principles are requiring of such operations.
In this paper I shall propose a natural renormalizational procedure on the basis of a gravitational self
energy of particles and elds and in this treatment of the renormalization the answers to above methodological
questions are obviously.














R + L) (1)
where κ = 8pik/c4, k is the gravitational constant, R is the Ricci tensor, R =
p−gR, L = p−gL. The
Einstein equation for the curvature scalar from this action function is:
− 1
κ
R = T (2)
where T  T ii = gikT ik is the trace of the energy-momentum tensor T ik. The energy-momentum tensor
T ik in general dened as:
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For the ordinary Lagrangians which not contain metric derivative terms:
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The gravitational term in the action function Eq.(1) usually not considered on a flat space-time with
gik = ηik and









T + L) (6)
1
2then we see that the rst term can not be simply neglected on the flat space-time.
We can neglect it not at beginning of the quantization of the eld, but after a calculation of a vacuum
fluctuations contribution.




T(0) + L(0) (7)
An eective Lagrangian with quantum corrections can be written as:




T(0) + L(0)) + (
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T(0) + L(0)) + (
1
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T(fin) + L(fin))] + (
1
2
T(div) + L(div)) = (10)
= L(ren)(q) + L
(div)
(q) (11)
where T = T(fin) + T(div) and L = L(fin) + L(div) are total quantum corrections, T(fin)
and L(div) are nite parts of quantum corrections, T(div) and L(div) are divergence parts.




(T(0) + T(fin)) + (L(0) + L(fin)) = (
1
2
T(ren) + L(ren)) (12)
We will show that a contribution of the divergence terms L(div)(q) to the total energy-momentum of the




















where Gik(div) is the Einstein tensor.
If :
T(div)  T(fin) (15)
Ldiv  L(fin) (16)











ik)(div)(q) = 0 (18)
As result, the divergent gravitational (negative energy) contributions exactly compensated the divergent
quantum corrections to the Lagrangian. Then we can exclude gravitational terms from the renormalized
(nite) part of the Lagrangian.
Finally, we conclude, that the excluding of the gravitational self energy terms from the classical La-
grangians of elds is correct procedure only if we do that after cancellation of the divergence terms. But
then we do not need in an additional divergent counterterms.
In future publications I shall consider applications of this new ideology of the renormalizations to the
quantization of concrete elds.
